Currency Operations Career Opportunities

Working in Currency Operations at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis is a rewarding and challenging career choice. Employees in Currency Operations receive, process, pay out, destroy and authenticate currency in a highly controlled, regulated and secure environment. They adhere to a strict set of defined rules and regulations.

Successful candidates will be comfortable with:

**Work Environment:**
- Working in a results-oriented, collaborative team environment.
- Learning and adhering to stringent operational procedures and controls.

**Currency Receiving:**
- Receiving currency deposits from depository institutions by armored carriers.
- Performing required integrity inspection of all containers and currency bags received from depository institutions. Each bag weighs approximately 30 pounds and some receipts contain 100-plus bags.
- Verifying deposits with bundle counts and corresponding deposit tickets.
- Regularly transporting 1000-plus-pound containers with mechanical aid.
- Using a forklift to move pallets.
- Standing for extended periods of time.

**High-Speed:**
- Operating high-speed equipment amid challenging production standards and stringent procedures and controls—including processing currency on machines that piece count notes, determine note fitness and identify potential counterfeits.
- Detecting counterfeit and altered notes through manual inspection.
- Working in an area with elevated levels of noise and dust.

**Currency Order Preparation:**
- Preparing currency orders received from depository institutions.
- Fulfilling orders using currency received from the high-speed team, other Federal Reserve Banks and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.
- Paying out depository institution currency orders to armored carriers.

Play a Vital Role at the St. Louis Fed
Opportunities available in St. Louis and Memphis.

Currency Operations Mission: Ensure that there is always a supply of high-quality U.S. currency and coin available to meet the needs of our customers on a daily basis and in times of stress.

stlouisfed.org/careers

All Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis employees must be fully vaccinated against COVID-19, unless the Bank grants an accommodation based on a medical condition or sincerely held religious belief.